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Economic incentives, tax programs, and finan- ble to integrate productivity-improving invest-
cial assistance have all been suggested for stimu- ments in plant and equipment with the installation
lating improvements in occupational safety and of control technologies that safeguard worker
health, but have been little used in the United health and well-being. Finally, the Federal Gov-
States. In addition, the process of industrial ernment could also establish new programs for
change can itself be harnessed as a mechanism for financing research and training activities and for
improving occupational safety and health. Dur- assisting small businesses.
ing a time of reindustrialization, it may be possi-

ECONOMIC INCENTIVES AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

The general notion behind economic incentives
is to use the economic self-interests of individuals
and firms to accomplish social goals. For occupa-
tional health and safety, the aim is to set incen-
tives so that employers, while seeking to earn
profits, will also prevent injuries and illnesses.

In theory the workers’ compensation system
provides an economic incentive for prevention,
but in practice it is limited, especially for illnesses
(see ch. 15). Another possible type of economic
incentive would substitute an injury tax or an ex-
posure tax for traditional regulatory standards.
A third possibility involves the use of various gov-
ernmental tax policies and financial assistance
programs.

Injury/Exposure Taxes

The idea an “injury tax” is generally well-
received among economists as a substitute for
health and safety regulations (see, for example,
330,425,445,446). Although the idea has been crit-
icized as politically infeasible (37,300), it has offi-
cially surfaced at least twice—in a draft 1976 re-
port of the Council of Economic Advisers and in

a 1977 memo to President Carter from his chief
economic adviser, his budget director, and his do-
mestic policy adviser. In both cases, union offi-
cials were outraged and the injury tax reference
was either deleted or suggested as a supplement,
not an alternative, that should be studied by an
interdepartmental task force (300). The task force
later rejected the injury tax approach (228).

As opposed to the regulatory system, which
penalizes firms for violations of regulations, an
injury tax system would levy direct financial pen-
alties on firms for each injury. Firms would be
free to choose the least costly methods of acci-
dent prevention. Under certain assumptions, this
would be the most “cost effective” way to reduce
the number of injuries. Moreover, an injury tax
is appealing because it is directly related to safety
outcomes. (Similarly, it has been suggested that
effluent taxes or emission fees be used in the area
of environmental protection. See, for example,
251. )

The advocates of injury taxes believe them to
be better than regulatory standards, which are
considered inflexible and unnecessarily uniform
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328 ● Preventing Illness and Injury in the Workplace

across firms and industries, not necessarily related
to workplace or work-force characteristics that
cause injuries, and not necessarily the least costly
way to reduce injuries (445,446). In addition, an
injury tax, if set at an appropriate level, might
provide employers with a stronger incentive to
prevent injuries than the current Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) pro-
grams. It could also reward employers for efforts
to go beyond current regulatory standards, as well
as for conducting research on improved controls.

Smith (445,446) concluded that firms do re-
spond to financial incentives and estimated the
effect that various levels of injury tax would have
on injury rates. To be effective, the taxes would
have to be fairly large. Using 1970 data on in-
juries, Smith estimated that a tax of $500 per in-
jury would lead to a 2.2 to 3.2 percent reduction
in the disabling injury rate (injuries involving lost
work time as defined by standard Z-16 of the
American National Standards Institute). A tax of
$1,000 would reduce injuries 4.4 to 6.2 percent,
while one of $2,000 would reduce injuries 8.8 to
12.5 percent (446).

Although Smith suggests moderate fines for
each injury as a replacement for safety regulation,
he does not extend that approach to health regu-
lation. Because occupational diseases often man-
ifest themselves only after a latent period, there
would be considerable difficulty in determining
which of several employers was responsible for
the disease (446). Moreover, as discussed in chap-
ters 2, 3, and 15, there are considerable difficulties
in distinguishing job-related diseases from non-
occupational ones.

Taxing hazardous exposure levels rather than
illnesses might be one possible way to affect job-
related diseases. This could work like an effluent
or emission tax, under which firms pay a fixed
amount for each additional unit of pollution they
add to the water or air. Nichols and Zeckhauser
(330) have suggested such a tax on occupational
noise exposure. But Smith points out that enforc-
ing an exposure tax approach would require a
“monumental inspection and monitoring pro-
gram” (446). The attending administrative costs
would probably offset the advantages of such a
system. (To a limited extent, provisions of the
OSHA lead standard that require paying work-

ers their usual wages if they must be removed
from lead-contaminated work areas have some
characteristics of an illness/exposure tax. )

An injury tax, even if limited to cases of acute
trauma, would encounter serious difficulties. The
first would be in setting an appropriate level for
the injury tax. Smith (445) estimated in 1970
dollars that a tax of $1,000 per disabling injury
would lead to a decline in injury rates of about
5 percent, while a $2,000 tax per injury would be
associated with a 10 percent decline. Adjusting
his estimates to account for inflation since 1970
yields injury taxes in the range of $2,500 to $5,000
(in 1983 dollars) per lost-workday injury to
achieve a 5 to 10 percent injury rate decline.1

Furthermore, if a tax for deaths or permanent
disabilities were set equal to the lost earnings of
the killed or disabled worker, it would be ex-
tremely high-ranging from tens of thousands to
hundreds of thousands of dollars. These values,
large as they are, do not include the psychic costs,
the pain and suffering associated with such in-
juries. To maximize the efficiency of the tax sys-
tem it would be necessary to prohibit firms from
insuring themselves against these large losses to
ensure that firms would pay the full tax. But such
large penalties would generate considerable po-
litical opposition (64).

A second problem would be ensuring the ac-
curacy of the injury records on which any tax
would be based. With a direct financial penalty
for each injury, employers have an incentive not
only to prevent injuries but also to underreport
them. (Ch. 2 and Working Paper #l discuss the
controversy about the accuracy of current em-
ployer-maintained records. ) Independent, firm-
by-firm audits to guarantee the accuracy of these
data would be quite expensive. Moreover, assess-
ment of the results of an injury tax would be dif-
ficult because any declines in injury rates follow-
ing implementation might represent decreased
reporting, not increased prevention (64). In some
cases there would also be problems in distinguish-

‘This approximate adjustment for the effects of inflation is based
on the two-and-a-half-fold increase in average hourly earnings from
1970 to 1983 and is consistent with the increases during that period
in the most commonly used price indexes (the Consumer Price In-
dex, Producer Price Index, and Implicit Price Deflator for the Gross
National Product).
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ing occupational (and taxable) injuries from non-
occupational ones. These would include many
sprains and strains, as well as many injuries to
the back.

Third, an injury tax might increase the level of
controversy in this field. Boden and Wegman (64)
argue that it would be politically feasible only for
the less severe injuries. Mendeloff (300) suggests
that even a tax of $250 per injury might be more
expensive to firms than current OSHA safety
standards. In theory, an injury tax should apply
to all injuries. But in practice, there would be con-
troversies concerning application of an injury tax
in cases of claimed “employee misconduct. ”

Fourth, the operation of such a system would
be relatively invisible to workers. Employers
would calculate the number of injuries and send
the Government a check (64). If an injury tax sys-
tem replaced existing standards, and suspended
unannounced inspections and workers’ rights to
request “complaint inspections, ” it would change
dramatically the worker and governmental roles
in solving health and safety problems.

Fifth, an injury tax might create an incentive
for larger firms to subcontract dangerous jobs to
smaller, less financially solvent firms that lack the
resources to prevent injuries as well as to pay the
injury tax. An injury tax might also lead to changes
in employment policies, for example, in hiring and
firing decisions. The effectiveness of these policies
in reducing injuries has been questioned (64) (see
also ch. 4), and such a response by employers may
have other social and economic implications that
would need to be considered.

Finally, injury taxes have been criticized on
ethical grounds. It has been asserted that such a
tax would be a “license to maim” or a “license to
kill.” By providing a system of “taxes” and “li-
censes, ” society would seem to be saying that it
is all right for a certain number of occupational
deaths and injuries to occur. But if an injury tax
reduced injuries while preserving other social
values, it would probably be considered an ad-
vance because fewer workers were being harmed,

The operation of an injury tax would also lead
to variations in the level of protection that de-
pended on the costs of prevention. Workers in in-
dustries facing low prevention costs would have

safer jobs than those in industries with high pre-
vention costs. Job risks would thus remain un-
equally distributed. This, however, runs counter
to a commitment to the goal of equal protection
for all (277).

Tax Programs and Financial Assistance

When the topic of economic incentives is raised,
most employers think of changing the taxes they
are most familiar with—the business income tax
system. Congress could modify the structure of
business taxes to encourage investment in health
and safety control technologies or could assist
businesses in financing such investments.

A congressional decision to modify the tax
structure or provide financial assistance can be
thought of as providing some level of “social fund-
ing” for investments in occupational safety and
health. The general rationale for this is to reduce
the costs of health and safety investments, thus
encouraging firms to undertake them. Burstein
(531) states that tax policy can be used to lower
business taxes on certain kinds of investments,
thereby increasing the returns to business “to re-
flect the external benefits provided by the activ-
ity.” These external economic benefits, such as
reductions in the cost of medical care due to im-
provements in employee health, are ones that in-
dividual firms would not ordinarily receive be-
cause companies do not shoulder all the costs of
ill health. Some of those costs are borne by em-
ployees, by other insurance policyholders, and by
the Government. Tax policy might be used to
reward the individual firm for actions that reduce
these “social costs, ”

Many believe that society ought to assist busi-
nesses in meeting certain social goals, such as re-
ducing pollution or improving worker health and
safety. This is especially true when, for various
reasons, society changes the goals by, for exam-
ple, increasing the stringency of applicable regu-
lations. Thus these tax and financial assistance
programs lead to subsidies for businesses, but this
may be appropriate to reach socially valued goals
of environmental and worker protection.

Four kinds of programs are of interest: invest-
ment tax credits, accelerated depreciation, Gov-
ernment loan programs, and direct subsidies. All
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have already been used in the area of environ-
mental protection and loan programs have been
used, to a limited extent, for occupational safety
and health.

An investment tax credit allows a business to
apply a certain percentage of the purchase price
of a capital good directly against the taxes owed
by the firm, in addition to the normal deprecia-
tion of the investment over time. When firms have
been allowed such credits, some of the invest-
ments may have included controls for workplace
hazards or pollution. However, Federal tax pol-
icies have not created an investment tax credit
especially for employee health and safety invest-
ments, although such credits have been proposed.

Accelerated depreciation or rapid amortization
of investments is a second tax subsidy mechanism.
This permits businesses to write off the costs of
an investment more rapidly than the normal de-
preciation rules would allow. Federal tax law has
allowed 5-year amortization of pollution control
equipment (651). This accelerated depreciation for
assets that will last longer than 5 years has been
permitted only for investments that lead to pol-
lution control without also creating “significant”
changes in other aspects of the facility. It has not,
however, been available for investments to pro-
tect worker health and safety (31).

A proposal to allow accelerated depreciation
for OSHA-mandated investments moved through
the legislative process to the conference commit-
tee stage in 1978. A compromise reached in con-
ference was to request a Treasury Department fea-
sibility study of such a change in the tax law (228).
(The major conclusions of that study are discussed
later in this section.)

A third kind of Government program is to pro-
vide financial assistance, either directly or in-
directly. Financial assistance is defined here to
mean programs that provide loans or other types
of financing (such as bonds) to assist businesses
in paying for health and safety investments. Busi-
nesses must repay the loans or bonds, but the cost
of these obligations is often partially subsidized
and they provide a source of capital for invest-
ments that may not return a profit to the firm.
Private lenders are often reluctant to loan money
for such “nonproductive” investments so, it is

argued, the Government has a role in providing
such financing.

Financial assistance can take a number of forms,
including Government guarantees of private
loans, Government interest subsidies for private
loans, direct Government loans (often at reduced
interest rates), and the use of tax-exempt financ-
ing by private firms. In loan guarantee programs,
the Government promises to repay a private loan
if the borrower defaults. This can be combined
with interest subsidies, under which the Govern-
ment pays a share of the interest costs. Under di-
rect loan programs, the Government acts as if it
were a bank and loans the money directly at mar-
ket interest rates or at a lower, subsidized rate.
Tax-exempt financing allows private business to
take advantage of the lower interest rates on
bonds issued by States and local governments.

When Congress passed the Occupational Safety
and Health (OSH) Act in 1970 it concluded that
the burdens of compliance would often dispropor-
tionately affect small businesses. Rather than ex-
empt such firms from the requirements of the act,
Congress chose to amend section 7(b) of the Small
Business Act to allow the Small Business Admin-
istration (SBA) to make or guarantee loans for
OSHA compliance expenditures. The require-
ments were, first, that the expenditures must be
to comply with OSHA regulations and, second,
that the small business was “likely to suffer sub-
stantial economic injury” without such assistance
(OSH Act).

From September 1971 to August 1981, the SBA
processed 261 OSHA-related loans for $72.8 mil-
lion—about 26 loans per year, each averaging
about $280,000. In fiscal year 1981, 9 loans were
made for a total of $7.1 million.

These loans constituted a very small part of
SBA loans. Although exact figures are not readily
available, in recent years the agency has been
making or guaranteeing between 20,000 and
30,000 loans annually for between $2.5 billion to
$4 billion. It is possible that some firms have used
regular SBA loans to finance OSHA compliance
expenditures in addition to other investments, The
dedicated OSHA loans, however, usually carried
a lower interest rate than the regular loan pro-
gram (233).
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The OSHA loans program, as well as the SBA
loans for pollution control, were eliminated by
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981
(Public Law 97-35, Section 1905). It is not clear
how effective this loan program was in improving
health and safety in the handful of firms that re-
ceived loans. In 1979, the General Accounting Of-
fice (GAO) criticized the program, in part because
few loans had been made. In addition, GAO con-
cluded, after an examination of SBA files concern-
ing a sample of loans, that it was not clear that
the loans had been granted only to businesses that
needed the loans or that the use of the loans ac-
tually resulted in the elimination of workplace
hazards (509).

Tax-exempt bonds, issued by State or local gov-
ernments to provide financing for private firms,
are backed by the credit of the borrowing firm,
the revenue from the project financed, or the value
of the facility. Defaults are borne by those who
hold the bonds, not the State or local government
that issued them. Because the interest on such
bonds is exempt from Federal income taxes,
lenders are willing to accept lower interest rates.
Thus, private firms that use these bonds are able
to finance investments at interest rates lower than
they would otherwise pay. In 1968, Congress
limited the use of bonds that exceeded a certain
size to those that finance pollution control and
certain public facilities (such as airports, conven-
tion centers, parking garages, sports stadiums,
etc. ) (492).

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has had dif-
ficulty in administering this provision of the tax
code. More than 6 years passed before it published
temporary regulations, and they encountered dif-
ficulties in ensuring that this financing is limited
to pollution control and is not used by firms for
“productive investments” (651). The IRS has
tended to limit “pollution control” to certain “end-
of-pipe” technologies that have no productive
value, such as effluent water treatment. More fun-
damental process changes that also reduce the
amount of pollution have generally not qualified
for tax-exempt financing (538). The IRS has also
disallowed tax-exempt financing for containment
devices for nuclear power plants, as well as spend-
ing for the disposal of hazardous wastes, because
these were considered to be normal expenses for

plant operations, not extra costs due to pollution
control requirements.

Despite these restrictions, it has been estimated
that about 48 percent of all capital spending for
pollution control has been financed with tax-
exempt bonds (538). However, the IRS has not
allowed tax-free financing for investments that
protect employees from toxic substance exposure
in addition to preventing environmental damage,
apparently on the belief that the company would
have invested in worker protection in any case
as part of a prudent personnel policy (651). In the
last few years, Congress has also enacted several
restrictions on the amount of tax-free financing
that can be issued by State and local governments
to private businesses.

Finally, the Government could assist businesses
by giving them direct subsidies or grants. Econo-
mists generally prefer direct subsidies to indirect
tax subsidies or loan programs because they create
fewer market distortions, are simpler for the IRS
to administer, and can often be more cost effec-
tive. Direct grants do, however, enter directly into
the appropriations process and thus may be more
visible and hence more difficult to legislate. More-
over, a firm will probably incur a greater paper-
work burden while applying for a direct grant
than it would with an indirect tax subsidy.

As noted earlier, in the Revenue Act of 1978,
Congress requested the Department of the Treas-
ury to study the feasibility of tax incentives for
occupational health and safety spending. The re-
port, written by the Office of Tax Analysis of the
Treasury Department and published in January
1981, was very critical of tax subsidies for OSHA
and Mine Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA) compliance. It noted that such a subsidy
program would be difficult to administer, mostly
because of problems in distinguishing health and
safety expenditures from normal business costs.
Second, the Treasury Department analysis ex-
pressed concern that subsidies for capital costs
only would encourage firms to adopt unneces-
sarily capital-intensive compliance methods.
Third, they criticized special investment tax cred-
its, accelerated depreciation, and tax-exempt
financing on several more technical grounds, in-
cluding the differential treatment of assets with
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different lifetimes, the differential advantage in-
curred by profitable (as opposed to unprofitable)
firms and by capital-intensive (versus labor-inten-
sive) companies, and the large benefit that tax-
exempt financing gives to upper-income bond-
holders (651).

The Interagency Task Force had previously ex-
amined the issue of direct economic incentives.
In contrast to the negative comments by the Treas-
ury Department report, they recommended, if
general economic conditions permitted, both the
extension of the investment tax credit to noncap-
ital expenditures for health and safety investments
and the creation of a program of direct financial
assistance. This should, they suggested, take the
form of a direct subsidy rather than a tax credit.
The subsidy would be limited to high-hazard firms
within hazardous industries, and would only ap-
ply to the firm’s health and safety spending that
represented an increase over their spending in a
baseline year. The program could be administered
either through the Treasury Department or through
the regulatory agencies (OSHA and MSHA) (228).
To date, these recommendations concerning fi-
nancial assistance have not been acted upon.

OTA concludes that the use of tax incentives
and financial assistance programs might spur the

implementation of controls, assist businesses in
compliance, and possibly reduce the controversy
of regulatory proceedings because of the availabil-
ity of sources of finance. However, there are sev-
eral disadvantages.

First, they would represent either a reduction
in Federal tax revenues or an increase in budget
outlays. Second, a tax incentive program would
also tend to increase the complexity of the tax law,
while a direct assistance program would require
personnel and resources for program administra-
tion. Third, these programs will often provide fi-
nancial benefits to firms that would have installed
controls even in the absence of a subsidy program.
Fourth, there would be difficulties in dividing the
purchase price of equipment between features that
are health and safety controls and those that are
normally part of the equipment for purely pro-
ductive reasons. Finally, each of these programs
has its own limitations, and would have differ-
ing effects on other aspects of business investment
behavior, as well as on the distribution of wealth,
income, and the burden of income taxes. All of
these would need to be considered before estab-
lishing any program.

REINDUSTRIALIZATION AND OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

Some recent discussions of the U.S. economy
have included references to “reindustrialization”
and “industrial policy. ” Commentators have gen-
erally focused on the international competi-
tiveness of certain U.S. industries—principally in
manufacturing. Little of the discussion has been
about occupational health and safety policy or
even about regulation. But many proponents talk
about using economic incentives—including tax
law changes and Government financing—to im-
plement the new policies. Moreover, some have
suggested changes in health and safety regulations
in order to facilitate business reinvestment and
plant modernization.

OTA considers the reindustrialization debate
to be relevant to this report for two reasons. First,
reindustrialization policies might have either a

beneficial or an adverse impact on worker health
and safety. Second, if the Federal Government
stimulates economic revitalization through tax,
expenditure, or financing programs, it may be
advantageous to incorporate health and safety
considerations into those policies. OTA, in this
assessment, is not advocating any form of indus-
trial policy. Indeed, industrial policies and more
general economic policies are areas beyond the
scope of this report. But there do appear to be
connections between these policies and possibil-
ities for improving the implementation of control
technologies.

Reindustrialization and Industrial Policy
The terms reindustrialization and industrial pol-

icy often have meaning only in the eye of the
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beholder. An enormous range of suggestions con-
cerning U.S. economic productivity and interna-
tional competitiveness have been made under
these labels (528). Some think the problem is that
the Government has interfered too much in the
market through existing tax and regulatory pol-
icies. The solution they propose is to reduce the
size of Government and limit its intervention to
providing certain “public goods,” such as national
defense. Others think that economic revitaliza-
tion can best be achieved by shifting Government
policies. These commentators want policies that
increase incentives to work and save and that re-
duce incentives to consume. Specifically, they
have advocated across-the-board changes in busi-
ness tax laws to encourage investment. Some of
these suggestions were legislated in the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981.

Still another group wants to see explicit Fed-
eral policies that will encourage the growth of
“sunrise” industries and that will ameliorate or
prevent the decline of “sunset” industries. Critics
of this position question whether the Government
can correctly identify sunrise and sunset indus-
tries and some wonder if this is an appropriate
role for Government at all. (See 493 and 528 for
a discussion of these views. )

All three groups are attempting to create con-
ditions that will lead to economic revitalization,
but generally only the third group is advocating
selective or targeted industrial policies. These
analysts differ in their explanations of what has
gone wrong and in their prescriptions for new pol-
icies and institutional arrangements. (Some of the
leading advocates of industrial policies include
Reich (383,384), Magaziner and Reich (283),
Rohatyn (395), Bluestone and Harrison (62), and
Etzioni (167). For contrasting views, see, for ex-
ample, Economic Report of the President (169)
and Schultze (426). )

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has
outlined three major strategies that have been pro-
posed as alternative industrial policies. The first
is to work with current policy instruments and
rely on economic recovery and private-market ad-
justments to solve existing problems. A second
strategy is to “modernize existing policies . . . that
may now have become impediments to growth

and efficiency, “ including changes in antitrust and
trade policy, as well as programs to assist dislo-
cated workers, and changes in regulatory policy
that would assist businesses in achieving economic
growth (493).

A third strategy for industrial policy would in-
volve the creation of new institutions, among
which could be an information and/or consen-
sus development agency, an executive branch co-
ordinating agency, and a Government financial
institution. An information/consensus agency
could gather, synthesize, and disseminate infor-
mation on American industry, including assess-
ments of U.S. Government policies and of for-
eign activities. Several proposals would also
include creation of a council, composed of rep-
resentatives from business, labor, and Govern-
ment, to develop a consensus on the goals of an
industrial policy. An executive branch coordinat-
ing agency could attempt to coordinate the pol-
icies of the Federal Government toward a particu-
lar industry or group of industries, in order to
encourage growth and competitiveness. The pro-
posed Government financial institution would be
a national industrial development bank or sev-
eral regional development banks, often modeled
after the Depression-era Reconstruction Finance
Corporation (493,527).

As noted, environmental regulation and work-
place health and safety regulation have received
little attention in this debate. Magaziner and Reich
(283), for example, devote only one paragraph to
the issue. In it they call for regulations that apply
to “emerging” industries that are “harmonized as
far as possible with the needs and requirements
of other nations. “ “Declining” industries, on the
other hand, “should only be required to meet
standards that are appropriate to the remaining
useful life of the industry. ” Bluestone and Har-
rison (62) note that reindustrialization should be
directed toward several goals, including the cre-
ation of safer work environments, but they do not
elaborate on this point.

Some discussions of industrial policy have,
however, advocated the relaxation of environ-
mental and occupational safety and health regu-
lations as part of a plan for industrial modern-
ization. For example, Etzioni (166) has suggested
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that the United States must choose whether rein-
dustrialization or improvements in the “quality
of life” will be made the Nation’s “top priority. ”
These discussions assume that Federal regulations
have seriously hampered the growth of the U.S.
economy and improvements in productivity and
international competitiveness. However, as dis-
cussed later in this chapter, the adverse impact
on productivity of occupational health and safety
regulation is actually fairly small. Moreover, in
some cases OSHA regulation has played a role
in inducing or facilitating several industrial inno-
vations that improved both health and safety, as
well as productivity.

OTA analyzed the role of technology in inter-
national competitiveness in a 1980 assessment on
technology and the steel industry and in a 1981
report comparing the competitiveness of three
industries—steel, electronics, and automobiles.
These reports examined the general issues of tech-
nology and productivity in these industries, in-
cluding the effects of regulatory policies. In the
case of steel, OTA found that several major new
steelmaking processes are not only more efficient,
but also create less pollution. Moreover, modest
technological improvements have resulted from
the “push” provided by health and safety, and by

environmental regulations, including improved
emissions controls and better door seals for coke
ovens (538). More generally, the 1980 report out-
lined a number of policy options.

The most critical policy option may be that of
a governmental steel industry sector policy, that
is, for a coherent set of specific policies designed
to achieve prescribed goals. , . . The lack of a sec-
tor policy and the designation of a lead agency
to implement such a policy has led to policies that
often conflict with one another, create an adver-
sarial relationship between Government and in-
dustry, and fail to address critical issues.

In its comparison of the competitiveness of
steel, electronics, and automobiles, OTA outlined
two prerequisites for industrial policy (543):

mechanisms for reaching agreement on objec-
tives that are acceptable to Government and
various interest groups; and
improved analytical capability on the part of
Government agencies concerned with eco-
nomic efficiency and competitiveness.

In addition to taxation and spending policies,
Congress and the executive branch have already
created programs that might be considered forms
of industrial policy and have considered others.
For example, there are already a large number of
Federal programs that provide grants, loans, loan
guarantees, and economic assistance for various
purposes (512,529).

The Steel Tripartite Advisory Committee,
appointed by President Carter, consisted of rep-
resentatives from Government, labor, and busi-
ness who discussed issues concerning moderniz-
ation of the U.S. steel industry. Among other
recommendations, they suggested delays in sev-
eral environmental protection requirements in or-
der to facilitate plant modernization (458). In
1981, Congress enacted the Steel Compliance Act,
which postponed certain deadlines of the Clean
Air Act for the steel industry.

Finally, a number of bills have been introduced
in recent sessions of Congress concerning indus-
trial policy (see 534). Hearings have been held on
some of the topics addressed by these bills (513,
515,525,534,549).

Reindustrialization and Occupational
Health and Safety

The continuous process of industrial change (in-
cluding the replacement of plant and equipment)
can lead to safer and more healthful workplaces.
In fact, a large portion of the improvements in
worker health and safety during this century may
not have been the result of conscious decisions
to add controls to existing processes, but may
have occurred coincidentally as new technologies,
new processes, and new industries were intro-
duced. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to
gather definitive data on this question.

Industrial and other policies that facilitate the
process of industrial change might simultaneously
improve occupational safety and health. More-
over, regulations can have a favorable impact on
the productive efficiency of an industry either be-
cause they directly spur innovations and changes
or because they provide an opportunity to change
productive aspects of plant operations. But there
is some danger that combining policies that are
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designed to improve productivity with those that
address employee health and safety will lead to
an emphasis on the former at the expense of the
latter.

Industrial change does not automatically im-
prove worker health and safety, nor are new
plants necessarily safer than old ones. What is true
is that it is generally cheaper and more effective
to control any given health and safety hazard
when constructing new plant and equipment than
it is to retrofit existing plant and equipment (see
box U).

By stimulating changes in plant and equipment
for productivity reasons, new industrial policies

may also present an opportunity to improve
worker health and safety. The various tax incen-
tives, loan guarantees, and other subsidies that
have been suggested to improve industrial com-
petitiveness might also be used as incentives for
health and safety improvements. Such policies can
thus make compliance with health and safety reg-
ulations easier. In addition, if desired, the oppor-
tunity presented by reindustrialization could be
used to achieve greater levels of protection.

It has been argued that health and safety regu-
lation has hampered economic productivity by re-
quiring expenditures for control technologies that
are “nonproductive. ” Money spent for controls
could have been invested in improving plant pro-

Box U.—The Costs of Add-On and New Process Controls

It is widely believed, indeed it is pretty much common sense, that controls are cheaper and more
effective when designed into new plants than when added or retrofitted. Nearly every control that could
be included as a retrofit could also be included in the design stage. There is no reason to believe that
it would cost more to purchase a control for a new plant of the same size with the same hazard than
it would be to buy the control for an older plant,

Second, in designing the new plant, the architects, designers, and engineers have a greater oppor-
tunity to make sure that everything “fits together.” For example, ventilation systems can be designed
efficiently rather than having to wind their way around existing equipment, building structures, or other
duct work. Work stations and tasks can be designed with ergonomics in mind (see ch. 7) to enhance
worker productivity and to be less stressful. Thus the design can improve a number of different features,
including employee health and safety.

Third, installing retrofit controls always involves disruptions-cutting through existing equipment,
temporarily closing down portions of the plant (or paying overtime rates to have the work done on
weekends or at night), or taking machinery apart-that can be very costly. Fourth, retrofit controls can
easily outlive the rest of the plant and equipment, especially in older facilities. Thus the plant’s life may
end before the firm has reaped the full life of the control devices. For some devices there will be a salvage
market, but for many there will not.

OTA has found several examples to support this reasoning. Rollover protection for mining vehicles
is more expensive when retrofitted than when purchased on new equipment (248). In the OSHA vinyl
chloride rulemaking hearings, the Firestone Plastics Co. estimated that reaching a 100 parts per million
standard would cost 34 percent more in a 25-year-old plant than in an 8-year-old one; meeting a 10
parts per million standard would cost twice as much in the older plant (38). Swedish research in the
1960s led to “designed-in” noise control for one company that cost only a fraction of what retrofit con-
trols would have cost (228).

Direct comparisons of the costs of control in new plants versus retrofitting old plants are often diffi-
cult, however, because other relevant variables change. For example, the new plant may be larger or
have a different production process. A comparison of the experience of two plants in controlling radia-
tion exposures illustrates this. Retrofitting an old uranium processing plant to meet new, more stringent
radiation exposure standards cost approximately 30 percent as much as the original total cost of the
plant. Later a new plant was built to meet the same radiation standards. The control costs for this plant
amounted to only 8 percent of the new construction costs. But there were confounding variables: the
new plant was larger and had at least one significantly different type of process equipment (97).
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ductivity. In the aggregate, however, this diver-
sion is relatively small. Employee health and
safety regulations have been estimated as having
led to a 0.4 percent decline in traditional meas-
ures of productivity (137). Of course, these meas-
urements do not capture any of the health and
safety benefits of regulation (see additional dis-
cussion in ch. 13).

But compliance with regulations can also pro-
vide an opportunity to make changes that im-
prove plant productivity. As one group of an-
alysts has noted, “[b]ecause it is less expensive and
disruptive to make multiple changes simultane-
ously, rather than individually, businessmen nat-
urally take the opportunity of regulation to intro-
duce other improvements” (31). (See 228 for sev-
eral examples for which productivity improve-
ments occurred at the same time as health and
safety improvements. )

According to several studies, regulation can
stimulate new research or, more likely, speed up
the tempo of existing research. One group of re-
searchers reports that 33 percent of their study’s
respondents indicated process improvements spurred
by regulatory changes (231), while two other
studies reported similar conclusions (70,101). In
a five-country comparison of Government activ-
ities that affected innovation, the researchers con-
cluded that regulatory requirements concerning
environmental protection “may be more impor-
tant” for inducing innovation than other programs
that were designed explicitly to influence the in-
novation process (29).

Ruttenberg (412) has pointed out a number of
instances in which regulation has been a stimulus
for new markets, new jobs, and basic product and
process innovation. “To a surprising degree, reg-
ulation is the mother of invention, ” she noted.
This occurs because in redesigning products and
processes to comply with health, safety, and envi-
ronmental regulations, companies often funda-
mentally redesign the product or process through
the use of new technology. Second, the existence
of Government standards creates “assured mar-
kets” for the results of the research efforts.

In the OSHA arena, the stimulus of the vinyl
chloride regulation accelerated a then-developing
improvement in polymerization technology. Some

of the controls that were applied to reduce vinyl
chloride exposures also increased production effi-
ciency. (See box N in ch. 12. )

Ruttenberg’s case study of the OSHA cotton
dust standard, commissioned for this assessment,
reveals a similar phenomenon. Although a direct
cause-and-effect relationship is difficult to prove,
it seems clear that the recent modernization of the
American textile industry was at least accelerated
by the OSHA cotton dust standard. Compliance
with the standard involved, in large part, the in-
stallation of new and more productive capital
equipment. Some “nonproductive” investments
(such as for additional ventilation) have been re-
quired, but process and equipment changes in-
cluded in new designs have substantially lowered
cotton dust levels. This new equipment is also
more productive because it consolidates several
previously separate processes, reduces energy con-
sumption, operates faster, and produces cloth of
improved quality. Although the new technology
has some limitations, the textile industry has been
able to raise productivity and improve worker
health and safety at the same time (413).

A recent report to OSHA concerning the costs
of complying with the lead standard discusses the
potential for new technology simultaneously re-
ducing worker exposures, reducing the costs of
controlling exposures, and improving productiv-
ity in a primary lead smelter (see box V). It must
be noted that this technology has not yet been im-
plemented on a large scale and there are uncer-
tainties about its adoption. But what is not seri-
ously questioned is that process redesign is the
most effective way of achieving both productivity
and employee health and safety goals.

As previously noted, industrial policies would
require not only agreement among the affected
parties, but also analytical capability. The Na-
tional Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) and the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency have developed a methodology for
industry-specific research planning (220). The gen-
eral objectives of this work were to improve the
coordination of environmental and occupational
regulations and to identify health and environ-
mental problems and solutions at an early stage.
Although the focus of this project was research
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Box V.—Reducing Lead Exposures: Add-on Controls v. New Processes

The OSHA lead standard sets a limit for oc-
cupational lead exposures at 50 micrograms of
lead per cubic meter of air (50 micrograms/m3).
In a study done for OSHA, Charles River Asso-
ciates (103) (discussed by Gobel, Hattis, et al.
(184)) examined work exposures and controls in
a primary lead smelter with an annual capacity
of 225,000 tons. The highest exposures, consid-
ering both the number of workers exposed and
the exposure levels, occurred in two depart-
ments-the sinter plant and the blast furnace
area. The Charles River Associates report com-
pared the costs and emission reductions expected
from using each of two methods of moving toward
compliance with the lead standard.

The first method considered was conventional
“add-on” or “end-of-pipe” control technology.
None of the manufacturing process would be
changed, and no new production equipment
would be installed. Instead, enclosure and ven-
tilation systems would be added to separate
workers from airborne lead or to dilute it to
acceptable levels. The second method considered
a number of new technologies, which involved
new production machinery, to smelt lead. Install-
ing new production machinery would reduce
worker exposures more than add-on controls

would, and the new machinery also achieves
some savings in labor and materials costs and an
increase in income from the sale of sulfuric acid
(a byproduct of lead smelting). But at the same
time, the capital costs of new production machin-
ery are higher (table 16-1).

The difference in costs might be reduced by
current tax preferences for investments. Invest-
ment tax credits and rules concerning deprecia-
tion for capital investments might offset mom of
the costs of new machinery than of add-on con-
trols, but the quantitative impact of those pref-
erences was not calculated. Moreover, changes
in the tax laws to encourage health and safety
investments might have an additional effect.

If a new smelter is to be constructed, both
health and economic considerations would favor
the new Machinery. Its construction cost and the
cost of a conventional smelter would be similar,
and its reduced emissions and reduced operat-
ing costs would sway the decision. But install-
ing the new process in an existing smelter, given
the economic factors, would require a card
weighing of tax advantages and the other capi-
tal and operating costs.
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planning for two agencies, the general idea could
be extended to other Federal financial and regu-
latory policies. In particular, the methodology fol-
lows the industry breakdown used in the Com-
merce Department’s annual report, U.S. Industrial
Outlook, and develops a series of indicators that
could be used to coordinate Federal policies.

A Federal Interagency Task Force on Work-
place Safety and Health recommended in 1978
that OSHA take steps to identify hazards for
which engineering controls could be installed
along with the normal replacement of plant and
equipment (228). Both types of analytical work
might be usefully considered in developing indus-
trial policies.

OSHA regulations can also be designed to con-
sider the capital and investment cycles of plants
and firms. To some extent, the use of delayed im-
plementation schedules takes these concerns into
account. Industries then have some flexibility con-
cerning the timing of engineering controls. Feasi-
bility is an important consideration in such cases:
something that may not be feasible in 6 months
may be feasible ins years. One suggestion, made
in the OSHA proceeding concerning noise expo-
sure rulemaking, is the possibility of different per-
missible exposure limits for new and old plants.
Such “grandfathering” may ease the compliance
burden in old plants but needs to be done cau-
tiously lest it create an unwanted incentive for
continuing the operation of inefficient, older
plants. In addition, it tends to create two classes
of protection, with workers in new plants being
protected more than workers in older facilities.

As described in chapter 1, this assessment sug-
gests several options related to occupational

health and safety, industrial policies, and rein-
dustrialization. First, if funds or tax incentives are
created for the building or rebuilding of indus-
try, applications for those benefits might be re-
quired to include a discussion of methods to be
used to control expected health and safety haz-
ards. These funds could be extended to expendi-
tures for control technologies to reduce those
hazards. Second, companies receiving reindustri-
alization assistance might be required to design
health and safety into their new plant and equip-
ment, either to meet existing health and safety
standards, or to achieve lower exposure levels or
safer processes.

Two other options consider the relationship be-
tween OSHA regulatory actions and reindustri-
alization. Because of the potential for improving
health and safety, as well as productivity, dur-
ing the process of modernization, OSHA regula-
tory actions could consider explicitly the capital
and investment cycles of plants, firms, and indus-
tries. Information could be developed concern-
ing the health, safety, investment, and produc-
tivity needs of various industries. In particular,
if studies show that an industry is going to make
major changes to improve productivity, OSHA
might consider delaying the required attainment
of a standard through engineering means until the
modernization is undertaken. Alternatively,
OSHA regulations might be used to spur the de-
velopment of new technologies and accelerate the
process of industrial change. The history of
OSHA’s vinyl chloride and cotton dust regula-
tions shows that, at least in some cases, employer
efforts to comply with health and safety stand-
ards can also be associated with productivity im-
provements.

FEDERAL AID FOR RESEARCH AND INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

Creation of an Occupational cently. Funding has been reduced for two areas

Safety and Health Fund in particular—education and training programs,
and research on workplace illnesses and injuries.

The advisory panel to this assessment expressed One way to provide for more stable and enhanced
concern about the large swings in occupational funding would be to establish an Occupational
safety and health policy that have occurred re- Safety and Health Fund. This fund might also pro-
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vide a focus for the enhanced efforts in control
technology research, education and training, and
information dissemination.

The Work Environment Fund of Sweden offers
a possible model for a U.S. fund (468). Sweden,
partly because of its commitment to providing ex-
tensive education and training, as well as fund-
ing for research on hazards and controls, is viewed
by many as an international leader in occupa-
tional safety and health. Two organizations are
particularly responsible for these activities. The
first is the Work Environment Fund itself, estab-
lished in 1972, which is funded by a payroll tax
on employers of 0.155 percent. The fund is admin-
istered, in typically Swedish fashion, by a tripar-
tite board composed of representatives of man-
agement, labor, and Government.

In its first 10 years, over 1,800 research and
development projects and about 1,500 for train-
ing and information were funded. The research
and development grants have included funding
of epidemiological and toxicological studies,
measurement techniques, and development of
control techniques for a variety of hazards. In re-
cent years, these have focused on the hazards of
working with various chemicals, including sol-
vents, metals, minerals, welding and cutting prod-
ucts, and rubber and plastics. The fund has also
sponsored work on physical agents, including
noise, vibration, radiation, and in issues concern-
ing ergonomic design related to working postures
and lifting requirements (468).

The training and information projects have in-
cluded the development of course materials for
the introductory and advanced training of worker
safety stewards and supervisors. From 1972 to
1981, nearly 400,000 individuals received some
form of training. The Joint Industrial Council,
which was created by an agreement of Swedish
employers and unions in the 1940s, has produced
most of the educational materials concerning
workplace health and safety used for this train-
ing (468).

There are only a few U.S. examples of cooper-
ative labor-management-Government research
and training activities related to health and safety.
One example is a set of experiments concerning
the use of “washed cotton” to control the hazards

of cotton dust. This project is funded by both
Government and industry, with oversight and di-
rection provided by a group of labor, manage-
ment, and Government officials. There have also
been jointly administered research efforts and
training programs that have resulted from collec-
tive bargaining.

Congress could consider several possible admin-
istrative arrangements if it created a fund. It could
follow the Swedish model by creating a tripar-
tite board to administer this fund, or it could del-
egate administrative responsibilities to NIOSH or
OSHA. It could create this fund and its research
and training projects to exist alongside the existing
projects and arrangements at OSHA and NIOSH,
or it could consolidate with this fund all existing
research and training, including NIOSH extra-
mural research grants, NIOSH training grants,
OSHA New Directions grants, and OSHA-funded
consultation.

Financing could be through a payroll tax on
employers or through a tax or surcharge based
on the level of workers’ compensation premiums
paid by employers (with some adjustments for the
presence of health hazards in various industries).
For example a 0.1 percent employer tax on the
total U.S. payroll of $1.6 trillion (in 1982) would
result in annual revenues of about $1.6 billion.
A payroll tax of 0.01 percent would raise $160
million. A 1.0 percent surcharge on workers’ com-
pensation premiums (about $25 billion in 1980)
would produce annual revenues of $250 million.

Assessments for health, safety, and environ-
mental activities have been used in the United
States in at least two cases. The Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Lia-
bility Act of 1980 created a “superfund” to pay
for activities related to releases of hazardous
wastes. Most of the funding for this is from taxes
on oil and chemicals (546). The recently enacted
right-to-know law in the State of Washington in-
cludes an assessment of 75 cents for each employee
in the State, to be paid by employers (351). One
bill concerning asbestos compensation, now under
congressional consideration, proposes establish-
ing an assessment to be used for research (517).

Although creation of an Occupational Safety
and Health Fund would enhance the commitment
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to research and training in this area, there are dis-
advantages to consider. The relationship between
this fund and the existing agencies (OSHA and
NIOSH) would need to be determined. Moreover,
a new tax or surcharge, even though one of mod-
est size, runs against recent reductions in business
taxes.

Federal Assistance to Small Businesses

Improvements in employee health and safety
can be difficult for smaller businesses, which often
lack technical expertise in industrial hygiene,
safety engineering, and occupational medicine.
Smaller businesses commonly face financial dif-
ficulties as well.

As discussed above, from 1971 to 1981, the
Small Business Administration issued a limited
number of loans to assist small businesses in com-
plying with OSHA standards. In 1981 Congress
eliminated authorization for this program. One
option would be to study the results of this loan
program, especially to learn why it was used so
infrequently. After such a study, Congress could
consider reauthorizing the loan program and pro-
viding an adequate level of funding.

Other kinds of Federal assistance for small busi-
ness could include providing technical assistance
and facilitating the creation of programs to pro-
vide technical assistance. Chapter 12 discusses
OSHA consultation, which is the major OSHA
activity for providing assistance to small busi-
nesses.

SUMMARY
Several approaches to improving occupational

safety and health have not been extensively used
in the United States. These include the use of eco-
nomic incentives, tax incentives, and financial
assistance. Although in theory the workers’ com-
pensation system provides an economic incentive
to prevent worker injuries and illnesses, in prac-
tice it provides only a limited economic incentive
for prevention, especially for occupational ill-
nesses.

Another possible type of economic incentive in-
volves injury or exposure taxes. As a substitute

NIOSH and OSHA could also encourage the
development of programs to provide industrial
hygiene, safety engineering, medical surveillance,
and worker health and safety training. These
could be established to service industries, regions,
and employers who do not offer such services.
Especially helpful would be programs for servic-
ing small businesses in particular areas.

Because it is inefficient and impractical to re-
quire each small business to provide a full range
of safety and health services, programs to pro-
vide shared resources might be cost effective. Fed-
eral funding could be used to start such programs.
However, there may be difficulties in sustaining
these programs after the startup period. Even
though the price of shared programs should be
less than if a company were to purchase the serv-
ices entirely on its own, some small businesses
might find it beyond their means. The steps that
are needed to aid those companies are not ad-
dressed by providing shared resources.

As discussed in chapter 15, the regulation of
the products purchased by small businesses may
also be a way of improving, to some extent, the
health and safety of their work forces. This ap-
proach could also be applied to nonregulatory
testing programs. For example, NIOSH could con-
duct occupational safety and health performance
tests of products used by small businesses and
publish the results in a fashion easily accessible
to small businesses, which could then use the re-
sults of these tests in purchasing decisions.

for the regulatory system, which penalizes firms
for violations of regulations, an injury tax sys-
tem would levy a direct financial penalty on the
firm for each injury. Such an approach appeals
to many economists, but it presents a number of
difficulties.

Congress could also modify the structure of
business taxes to encourage investment in health
and safety control technologies, or it could pro-
vide direct assistance to businesses in financing
health and safety investments. Either decision
would provide some level of “social funding” for
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investments in occupational safety and health,
thus reducing their costs and encouraging firms
to undertake them. Four kinds of tax and assist-
ance programs could be considered: investment
tax credits, accelerated depreciation, Government
loan programs, and direct subsidies. All have been
used to stimulate adoption of pollution controls,
and loan programs have been used, to a limited
extent, for occupational safety and health.

Tax incentives and financial assistance pro-
grams might spur the implementation of controls,
assist businesses in compliance, and possibly re-
duce the controversy of regulatory proceedings
because of the availability of sources of finance.
However, they would cause either a reduction in
Federal tax revenues or an increase in budget
outlays and could increase the complexity of U.S.
tax law or increase administrative burdens. More-
over, these programs can be inefficient, and would
affect other aspects of business investment
behavior, as well as the distribution of wealth,
income, and the burden of income taxes.

Federal policies concerning reindustrialization
might have either a beneficial or an adverse im-
pact on workplace health and safety. It is possi-
ble that many of the improvements in worker
health and safety during this century occurred co-
incidentally with the introduction of new technol-
ogies, new processes, and new industries and not
as the result of conscious decisions to add con-
trols to existing processes. A time of reindustriali-
zation offers opportunities to integrate productiv-
ity-improving investments in plant and equipment
with the installation of control technologies, as
well as to exploit the fact that it is cheaper and
more effective to control a hazard when design-
ing new plant and equipment than it is to retrofit
existing operations. Reindustrialization also af-
fords an occasion to achieve greater levels of pro-
tection. However, there is also the danger that
combining policies that are designed to improve
productivity with those that address employee
health and safety will lead to an emphasis on pro-
ductivity at the expense of health and safety.

Health and safety regulation may have nega-
tive effects on productivity, by requiring spend-
ing for controls that are “nonproductive,” com-
pared with traditional measures of productivity.
But in the aggregate, this diversion is relatively
small, and may, in many cases, be offset by reg-
ulation-induced changes that improve plant pro-
ductivity as well as employee health and safety
protection. Facing the need to redesign products
and process to comply with health, safety, and
environmental regulations, companies may fun-
damentally redesign product or process through
the use of new technology. For both the OSHA
vinyl chloride and cotton dust standards, em-
ployer compliance was associated with improve-
ments in productivity. For the lead industry, it
is possible that new technology could be intro-
duced that would simultaneously reduce worker
exposures, reduce the costs of controlling ex-
posures, and improve productivity.

Financing for research and training activities
and for assisting small businesses could be pro-
vided by an Occupational Safety and Health
Fund. The Work Environment Fund of Sweden
offers a possible model for a U.S. fund that could
provide a new focus for enhanced efforts in con-
trol technology research, education and training,
and information dissemination.

Small businesses face special problems in mak-
ing improvements for employee health and safety.
They often lack technical expertise in industrial
hygiene, safety engineering, and occupational
medicine, and they face financial difficulties as
well. Assistance to such firms could include Gov-
ernment loan programs, consultation, and Gov-
ernment testing and regulations of products pur-
chased by small businesses. In addition, OSHA
and NIOSH could encourage the development of
programs to provide industrial hygiene, safety
engineering, medical surveillance, and worker
health and safety training to small businesses,
especially in regions currently lacking such
services.


